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Resldential HVAC Diagnostics B Tune-up 

Target Market 

Program 
Duration 

Program 
Dmcrip(lon 

Residential customers with central HVAC units 

Initial implementation period is 2008 - 2011. Initial impacts would not be realized until 2009 given the ramp 
up period and the fact that most diagnoslic work occurs during the early part of the cooling season. For 
planning purposes the program is modeled as continuous throughout the planning period. 
Some estimates show that as many as 78% of central AC units are improperly charged and up to 70% have 
improper airflow, both of which can lead to significant performance degradation. In concept the program is 
simple; HVAC contractors are trained to use one of several tools used to check refrigerant charge and 
airflow over the system's coils. Based on a quick analysis based on the inputs provided by the technician, 
the tool provides recommended charge and airflow. The technician then makes the necessary modifications. 
Typically, incentives are paid to the HVAC contractor per job. The contractor has the option of passing the 
incentive through to the consumer in the form of a lower fee for the service, or retaining the incentive; the 
choice depends on the contractor's marketing strategy. 
The key to the program is HVAC technical training and access to the tools used to diagnose system 
performance. The tool most cited in the best practice literature is CheckMe! More a process than a specific 
tool, the CheckMe! approach uses certified techniaans to take a series of readings from operating air 
conditioners. These readings are phoned in to a central office where they are run through a computer 
analysis, producing a diagnosis as to performance and recommended actions. After the charge and airflow 
have been corrected, the technician takes another set of readings, calls them in and has h e  result verified. 
This process helps ensure not only that the proper diagnosis is performed, but also that the technician 
correctly sets refrigerant charge and airflow. The CheckMe! Process has been quite successful where 
applied; between 1998 and 2002 the program produced 46 MW in evaluated peak reduction. Honeywell 
offers a competing product and service known as HVAC Service Assistant that is designed to diagnose 
residential HVAC performance on-the-spot, with the capability to upload the results to the web. This service 
is offered through Honeywell and does not provide the same independent check as the CheckMe! Program. 
KCP&L currently employs CheckMe! As the basis for a similar program. 

Eligible Residential refrigerant charge and proper aifflow adjustment. 
Measures 

w m n  The implementation strategy depends on the specific form of Ihe program. While the Ameren Illinois Utilities 
(The Company) will determine which service to subscribe to through the implementation vendor, an example 
of an existing service is the Honeywell turnkey service called CheckMe!. Program Requires company 
recruiting and training of local HVAC contractors in the use of CheckMe!. The former requires less 
involvement on the part of the Company but also has less of a transformative impact on the local HVAC 
industry. If the CheckMe! System is used, the Company or its implementation contractor arranges for Proctor 
Engineering to provide training and certification to local HVAC technicians. The technicians pay a fee to 
Proctor for participation in the program and for each test submitted. The Company or its contractor would 
support a marketing and co-op adverlising strategy to boost consumer awareness of the program. HVAC 
contractors would directly market the services. Services would be delivered according to CheckMe! 
protocols, and the rebates would be paid directly to the HVAC contractor upon satisfactory completion of the 
process. 
The alternative would simply have the Company contract with a turnkey provider of HVAC diagnostic and 
improvement sewices such as Honeywell. The potential advantage of this strategy is that a single 
implementation contractor could more efficiently manage both the Home Energy Performance and HVAC 
Diagnostics and Tune-up programs. The disadvantage is that the credibility of the Diagnostics program 
depends on the tests bring accurately performed and verified, which will require greateroversight by the 
Company under the turnkey approach 

strstegy 
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b k  An ex l  strategy s relat ve y stra ghfforward shoJld the Company choose to witndraw from the market. 
Adoption of the CneckMe! approach Vn I requ re some financ a1 commitment on the pall of HVAC technicians 
and rap,d witharawal of the program WJld leaa to dissat sfaction among those certifieo by the program This 
program is relatively easy to eva Late in close to real-time, and as SLch the Company can adjust Is 
investment qLick y relahe to other programs lor wh ch evaldation resblts might be avatlaole at oest once a 
year. 
This program s a med at me mass market and as sucn MI. reqLire a higner eve1 of marketing activ ly’ to 
capture consumers’ attention and generate sulfcient project flow The strategy will likely have at least two 
e ements. cons stent w th !he approacn suggested for the Home Energy Performance program First, there 
wi I neea to be a general awareness oLi aing ana ca I-to-act on element intendea to create consumer 
awareness Thts w II involve Company sponsored and co+perative pr nt web and radio aavertising, as we1 
as bill stuffers. The second element w I involve ind.v ma l  HVAC contractor mameting based on the Program 
The campaign most I kely vill be most effenive in the run-up to the cooling season, corresponding to the 
normal air condition ng advert sing and sales cycle. 

Incentives wi I oe paid d rectly to hVAC technicians or, in tne case of a tunkey program IO tne program 

Incentives 

kWng - 
Incentive 
sbasw implementation contractor. 

$100 C d r d  AC (Comet 
Ehugl) 

This program w II inely attract the argest participat on in the spring, pr or to the cooling season. Tne 
lo lowing scheoule assmes tnat tne program ramps up sl0w.y and is ready for the 2009 season. 
February 2008: Comm ssion approval 
JulySeptember 2008: lmplementalon contractor RFP and selemon 
September-November 2008 Final program design ana protocol development 
November-March 2009: Son-launch . contractor recnitmenUtrain;ng 
March 2009: Program launch 
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EMW 
Requirement8 

The evaluation approach will be contingent on the evaluation resources available to the study and the results 
of an evaluation planning approach that focuses evaluation resources on the pmgrams with the most 
savings and the highest risk of inaccurate ex ante estimates. This program provides a single service that 
focuses the evaluation efforts 

The impact evaluation will employ a sampling approach to venfy that the correct charges and air-flow rates 
have been acquired by the lreated units. A skilled HVAC tune-up expert independent of the program and 
significantly independent of competition pressures in that market will be employed to conduct the field 
efforts. The conkactor will review the program participant records pertaining to the pre-tune-up conditions 
and examine the tuned charge and flow rates achieved to assess and confirm the tuned-up condition. The 
contactor will also review the deemed savings assumptions to compare with the results of the field data to 
assess the appropriateness of the savings estimates. 

The contractor will record the charge and airflow rates at the time of the inspection and regress these values 
against the program records for achieved charge and air-flow rates against time, in order to estimate the 
persistence of the tune-up. In order to add time-variance points to the persistence testing the contactor will 
conduct multiple examinations on the selected sample over the summer months and again during the spring 
to plot a tune-up erosion curve to compare with the deemed assumptions and to established the limeline 
over which savings should be counted. The estimate should include considerations for normal tune-up 
cycles in the absence of the program based on survey responses 

If additional evaluation funds are available, the evaluation contactor will work with the program implementer 
to identify a sample of participants and install pre-tune-up kWh/kW/dutycycle/nm-time metering to collect 
both pre and post-program cooling season data and conduct a weather-normalized analysis of the difference 
in energy consumplion form the unit-specific end-use metered data. 

Net to gross aSSeSSments will be conducted using a participant survey approach The participant will be 
asked about if they were or are still on a HVAC service agreement that would have included having their 
units tuned-up via that agreement. If they were on a service agreement but have moved otf of that 
agreement, they will be asked about their intent to stay on that agreement in the absence of the program. If 
they were not on a service agreement, they will be asked about the history of their tune-up practice to see if 
the program had influenced the level of tune-ups obtained in a way that impacts net savings from the 
program. 

The process evaluation will use interviews with program mangers and service providers to assess the 
operations of the program. The study will also survey a sample of customers taking part in the program to 
determine the satisfaction with the program and to inquire about operational conditions impacting satisfaction 
and enrollment decisions. These issues will also be explored with the trade allies and service providers 
The process evaluation will provide recommendations for program changes. 

A d m i n M e  
ReqIIIrHnents 

Neaher program approach requires an extensive program administrative commitment by the Company; 
resources are needed mostly for WQC (requirements that will be heavier if implementation is performed by 
a turnkey contractor). Rampup and steady-state management requirement will be approximately .25 - .5 
FTE will be needed during ramp-up and during program steady-state. Marketing and communications staff 
will be required for review of the marketing campaign and approval of collateral. 
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EsliMted 
Participation 

I I I 

0 ma 1,158 

46 

Total Savings : 

Primary metrics are energy and demand savings. Secondary metrics include the performance of Ihe 
contractors (based on CheckMe before-and-after scores), participation per month, kW per home and cost 
per kW and kWh. Costs will track final estimates fairly closely and they tend to be fixed per home. However, 
actual savings may vary from initial estimates and should be closely tracked, as this program is responsible 
for a large share of estimate demand savings. 

Total Resource Cost Test: 1.07 
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Residenlial Lighting B Appliances 

PROGRAM Residential Lighting 8 Appliances 

Objective 

Target Market 

Pmgram 
Duration 

Pmgram 
D w c r i p t h  

Acquire cost-effective conservation by: 
Increasing sales of ENERGY STAR quallied appliances and lighting products to residential customers 

Educating consumers (build awareness and branding) through advertising and promotions to purchase ENERGY 
STAR qualified appliances and lighting products 
Expanding the retail penetration of ENERGY STAR qualified appliances and lighting products 

Coordinate with and leverage current EPNDOE ENERGY STAR efforts underway to promote qualified appliances and 
lighting products 

Residential customers of existing and new homes. Secondary target markets are retailers (independent, big box, home 
improvemenlldo-it-yourself, grocery stores, hardware, lighting specialty and showrooms). Eligibility will be verified 
based on zip code of the customer (in the case of direct rebates) or store in the case of retail promotions. Some 
leakage is inevitable with retail-based programs and lypically is ignored. 

Three year initial program implementation (2008-201 1); Post 201 1 implementation based on results of initial period. 
Program is assumed for planning purposes to extend throughout the planning period. 

The program will work primarily through retail outlets to offer financial incentives to consumers for the purchase of 
efficient lighting and consumer appliances. The specific strategy employed will vary by product and retailer, given 
different promotional opportunities and different retailer approaches to handing incentives. The lighting program 
element will generally follow the Changea-Light model. A regional contractor arranges either product price buy-downs 
or point-ofsale rebates for products during an October promotion. Given the larger volume of Compact Florescent 
Lightbulbs (CFL) that the Company will need to move, it is likely that more than one promotion per year may be 
needed. The specific strategy will be developed based on consultation with program implementers and response to the 
initial 2008 Change-a-Light campaign. The strategies for appliances will be developed in conjunction with the 
implementation contractor but likely will be time-limited promotions during the first three years with elher mail-in or 
instant rebates. Essential elements of the program will include: 

Account management-build relationships with retailers and manufacturers 

Field SeNices-provide retailer support for promotions, merchandising, and networking between retailers and 

Retail Training--educate retail staff on the benefits of ENERGY STAR products. 

Consumer education -work with State and retailers to promote customer education to facilitate proper CFL 
recycling techniques in conjunction with EPA and Illinois best practices 

Co-op promotions and advertising -leverage existing funds for advertising and promoting products. Funds will be 
cost-shared up to a maximum amount. 
Consumer incentives-provided to offset the purchase price 

Manufacturer incentives-buy-downs to assist manufacturers' retail penelration primarily in the case of CFLs as part 
of the national Change-a-Light promotion. 
In-store promotions-leverage existing retailer promotions 

Marketing-develop and provide POP, advertising, in-store educational materials 

Retail sales staff incentives to promote and sell ENERGY STAR products (only would apply to larger appliances) 

Recycling -work with DCEO., local governments and local retailers to promote large scale CFL recycling programs. 

manufacturers 
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mplanentation The Company will hire a third party contractor to provide final design and to implement the program. The two pillars of - the implementation strategy are (1) Effective outreach and (2) Effective rebate fulfillment. We expect that 
implementation will include several tracts These activities will be designed to yield savings that can clearly be 
attributed to Ameren Illinois Utilities (The Company) investment Given the budget and the nature of consumer 
purchasing behavior (consumers tend to purchase ceh in  appliances during certain times of year) this program will be 
implemented as a series of time-limited promotions, ideally linked to other regional or national promotions. 

Leverage ENERGY STAR and MEEA initiative-piggyback on activities with manufacturers and retailers 
participating in MEEA and ENERGY STAR promotions (e.9. Change-*Light. Cool Your World, Earth Day, etc). 

Conduct time-limiled promotions and advertising for specific products based on seasonal market cycles. For 
example, markets for air conditioners and dehumidifiers are best marketed in late springlearly summer. 

Form relationships with builders to install ENERGY STAR appliances and lighting products in new homes. This 
track works best in conjunction with an ENERGY STAR New Homes program. 

Developlpalticipate in special eventslcommunity-based outreach activities (e.g. distributing CFLs at community 
events, through churches, etc). 

The implementation contractor will be responsible for retailer outreach, campaign development and execution and 
rebate fulfillment (most likely involving a firm spedalizing in processing rebates). 

The time-limited nature of the promotions that will characterize this program makes it relatively easy to exit this market 
if the program is found to be not costeffective or if the Company's strategy changes. It will be important to emphasize 

Exit sbaagy 

as an element of the promotions that any rebates are available only on afirs~-come-firsI-SeNed basis. A spike in 
quantity of CFL bulbs requiring recycling should be expected approximately 7 years after the start of the program as 
the first bulbs sold near the end of their useful service lives. In anticipation for the increased demand, the Company 
will work through the thrid party implementer to support adoption of wide-scale recycling efforts at the State, municipal 
and retailer level. 

The marketing strategy will need to map into the several elements of the implementation strategy. As a mass market 
program, lhis program will struggle to capture audience attention if it is marketed through standard mass media 
channels, and such channels can be very expensive. The mosl effective marketing strategy for downstream programs 
is to build awareness around specific events or promotions, which reinforces the likely seasonal- or event-based 
implementation strategy. One impoltant consideration in both implementation and market strategy is the planning cycle 
of major retailers. Involving retailers in m o p  adveltising and, to some extent even getting their participation, requires 
that the program w i n  working with the retailers at least six months prior to the sales season for particular products as 
that is when retailers plan promotions. Essential elements of the marketing strategies will include: 

Web placement with downloadable program information 

POP materials (clings, hang tags, shelf talkers, stidters, etc.) for use with retail promotions 
Print and radio ads - on-location radio broadcasts 

Co-op advertising 

In-store promotions staffed by field staff 

Parliu'palion in national promotions such a Change a Light 
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Eligibk 
Measures and 
Incentive 
-Y 

ENERQY STAR Window AC 

HlohEl l lckmyW* 
Her& - Gas. EF = 0.83 

Miteatong December 2007: Issue implementation contractor RFP 
February 2008: Commission approval 
April 2008: Select implementation contractor 
April-May 2008: Retailerlmanufacturer selection and MOU; coop adveltising plans for fall promotion 
September 2008: Program launch 
October 2008: Change a Light promotions begin 
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E W V  
~ ~ ~ i ~ d  

The Company will work with evaluators to establish deemed savings values for incented CFL technologies, so that 
evaluation activity will focus on verification of installation and estimates of net-to-gross ratios. A process evaluation 
involving consumer and retailer surveys will be conducted to assess the CFL recycling pilot effort, which will inform the 
structure of the expanded initiative. 
The evaluation approach will be contingent on the evaluation resources available to the study and the results of an 
evaluation planning approach that focuses evaluation resources on the programs with the most savings and the 
highest risk of inaccurate ex ante estimates. This program provides a single product, although somewhat different 
approaches to moving that product in the market are employed. 
The evaluation of market buy-down programs that do not collect participant contact information are challenging 
because of the difficulty in identifying where the bulbs are placed and how they are used. As a result the energy 
savings for the program will be evaluated by focusing on the coupon aspects of the program. Because the coupon will 
be filled out in many of the stores that do not elect to use the bulk buy-down aspects of the program, the evaluation 
should have enough participant contact information to conduct the evaluation using participant-supplied bulb 
installation and use information via a survey process. As a result, the evaluation will contact participants, who have 
purchased one or more bulbs using a sampling approach stratified by the number of bulbs purchased to obtain a 
representative sample within purchase patterns. 
These participants will be contacted to obtain the baseline bulb conditions and the CFL use conditions needed to 
calculate energy savings. The survey will obtain information about location and use, including storage for intended 
future use. 
If evaluation funds are available, a sample of participants will be asked to take part in a lighting logger study in which 
switching and burn hours are recorded and used to confirm energy savings. The survey will employ a baltery of 
questions to establish free riier levels for the calculation of net to gross values. 
During the impact surveys process information will be collected on the ease of purchase and the influence of the 
incentive on the purchase decision as well as the satisfaction of the bulb under normal use conditions. Information will 
also be collected about relocation and lighting quality. In addition, information about the value and usefulness of the 
educational information will be collected. Interviews with program mangers and trade allies will be conducted to 
assess the operational conditions of the program and to identify ways to improve the program. 
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Administrative 
Requirement8 

Most direct program administrative requirements will be handled by one or more third party implementation contractors 
(Company might choose, for example to contract for lighting separately as part of the regional Change-a-Light 
campaign). The Company will manage the procurement of implementation services, provide policy direction, and 
provide oversight of program QAIQC, tracking and reporting. Activities to be undertaken by the implementer include: 

Account management 
Retailer/ manufacturer coordination 

On-the-ground coordination with other programs 

Field management and delivery 

TrackingAata tracking including incentive and savings, customer data, and retailer data 

Rebate processing/fulfillment' 

Customer support-toll free customer service line and on-line directory of participating retail stores (decision must 
be made as to whether customer Droaram inauiries should route throuoh the exislina ComDanv call center and 
website) 

Reporting 
Marketing 

I " . .  

The Company will need to allocate approximately .75 FTE during program start-up, with a steady-state requirement of 
0.50 FTE for direct program management. The Company will need to develop a system for tracking key program data 
(this system will likely serve all programs). Company marketinglcustomer relations staff will be key participants in 
program design and approval of marketing strategies and collateral. Participation will be required of the Company's 
webmaster. Total FTE requirement during the 3-4 month start-up is 1.0 - 1.25 FTE Company-wide. 
With respect to rebate fulfillment, an early decision must be made as to whether rebates will be processed by the 
implementation contractor or the Company. Standard practice uses the implementation contractor, but could require 
the Company to advance funds for the rebates, or to otherwise develop a process for quickly moving funds to the 
implementation contractor. 

'(Note: the Company may consolidate incentive fulfillment acmss all programs) 
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Savingr 
Targets 

ENERQY STAR Window AC 
(10.1 EER) 

HlahElRdrnsyW* 
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Pmgram 
Yetricr 

The principal program metrics are those related to target energy and demand savings within the budget. Program 
delivery quality control metrics will be established related to complaint rates and rebate processing time. Once steady- 
slate implementation is reached in 2009. the Company will monitor cost per kWh saved and cost-effectiveness. 
Deviations of more than 10% from levels estimated in the final implementation plan will result in formal program review 
and possible revision. In addition, the program haNed rate (the ratio of applications distributed to applications 
submitted) will be tracked to the extent possible. Past consumer rebate programs involving downloadable applications 
show that up to twice as many applications might be downloaded as actually submitted. Building confidence around 
this rate is necessaly to develop reliable forecasts of participation and program impact. 

Total Resource Cost Test: 1.68 COSt- 
e i k d k a m  
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Residential Multifamily 

PROORAM Residential Multifamilv 

Deliver cost-effective conservation sewices to the mulbfamily housing market, with a focus on common area 
improvemenls. Secondary focus on affordable housing properties. 

Gwners, managers and developers of market rate multifamily housing (three or mare units). Focus on 
management companies holding multiple propelties. 

Initial implementation of May, 2008 - June, 201 1. The program is assumed to be continued throughout the 
planning period. The program will be re-assessed at the end of the first implementation cycle to determine if 
the program should be continued. 
The program would provide installation of measures in tenant spaces related to central AC unit diagnostics 
and tune-up. It would also provide significant incentives for replacement of standard efficiency common area 
lighting and incandescent and fluorescent exit signs with LED exit signs. More expensive or complex 
measures (windows, replacement of roof-top AC units) would be subject to an energy analysis to validate 
cost-effectiveness and set incenlive levels. The incentives for these measures would be calculated in a 
fashion similar to the C&l Gustam Incentive program, although the threshold payment periid would be set at 1 
year, recognizing that this is a market that is harder to reach than the C&I market. The program would include 
limited technical services such as walk-through audits to determine approximate measure of cost 
effectiveness. 

O b j d e  

Tagel Mrket 

Pmgnm 
D t d k I l l  

Pmgnm 
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~ m p l m e m  This program will be implemented by a third party contractor. However, even within this third party structure 
there are two different implementation structures. The first uses the implementation contractor to recruit 
customers, perform technical services such as audits, arrange pricing and assist with arranging for installation 
contractors. The alternative is to recruit trade allies, negotiate pricing and qualify the contractors, and then 
allow them to market the program. Incentives would be paid directly to contractors based on proof of 
performance Some experience shows that this second approach is more effective in driving actual savings. It 
does, however, require more vigilant W Q C .  The implementation steps oullined below assume a hybrid 
model that includes some level of direct outreach to customers. 
o 

SIreteW 

Set final equipment eligibility and rebate levels, and develop contractor participation agreements. Most 
multifamily programs achieve most of their savings through common area lighting and in-unit CFL 
installations. Although the program should provide for broader measure eligibility, the incenhe structure 
should be focused on generating activity with lighting replacement. Standard lighling technologies would 
be eligible for standard incentives. 
Recruit trade allies. The program would focus on outreach to lighting contractors. Interested conkactors 
would attend brief training sessions at which program rules (eligible equipment, installation standards, 
liability issues and verification requirements) would be presented. Contractors wishing to participate in 
the program would be required to sign a participalion agreement following the training. This agreement 
would outline how the contractors are to present the program, installation standards, requirements for 
logging installations, requirements related to access agreements, etc. Contractors would be provided 
with basic program collateral describing the program. 
Contractors sell the projects without direct involvement from the Program aside from the verification and 
incentive payment. Customers would be required to agree to provide access to their facilities for 
verification. 
The Program would conduct direct outreach to owners and managers of multifamily properties through 
direct mailing. These customers could request brief energy surveys of their properties that would be 
combined with some direct installation of measures. In addition, these customers could directly 
undertake efficiency improvements with facility staff or a contractor of their choosing. Rebate levels for 
common measures would be the same, but the program would also provide customized rebates for more 
complex cost-effective measures. 
Monitor installations. The first set of projects performed by each contractor would be siteverified, with 
random site verifications thereafter to ensure that installations are being performed properly and that 
equipment is being installed as reported. At AIUs discretion. projects undertaken directly by the 
customer would be site-verified prior to payment. 
Pay incentives. This program would not use a reservation system. Upon completion of a project, the 
contractor would submit an incentive application, including Property manager acceptance of the 
completed project, and documentation of the types and location of installed equipment. Subject to the 
verification process outlined above, the incentives would be paid by the implementation contractor or the 
Ameren Illinois Utilities (The Company). 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

strategy Since multifamily projects can involve a longer sales cycle, any exit from this market needs to take into 
account projects in development. A minimum of three months notice should be provided prior to exit to 
capture these projects. This program is intended as a resource acquisition program as opposed to a market 
transformation initiative. Although there is likely to be some transformative effect, there is no natural market 
exit point based on market share. Similar programs have been run over many years in some jurisdictions 
without saturation. Program evaluators periodically should examine market effects to assess whether in fact 
property owners and managers have significantly shifted their buying practices with respect to energy efficient 
products. In addition, if evaluators find the installation rate or persistence of CFLs within this market is low, 
despite direct installation, the program most likely will not be cost-effective to pursue. 
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Marketing The marketing strategy has two-tracks: one aimed at lighting contractors and the other at property owners and 
managers Marketing tactics would include direct mail and phone contact, participation in local meetings of 
multifamily property managers. The program would be advertised via the Company's web site. Marketing 
collateral would be limited to a basic program brochure. 

StrStegY 

Eligible 
Meaaurea and 
lnwntive - reel instal and cash-back rebates 

T.k  

Milestones December 2007: - Issue RFP for implementation sewices 
Februaly 2008: -Commission Approval 
March 2008: -Execute implementation conlract 
April 2008: -Complete detailed implementation plan 
June 2008: - Program launch 
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E W V  
R e q u i m d  

Baseline or market characterization studies will be used to inform the program scope and measure mix 
selected. Evaluations will be designed to ensure that energy savings meet expectations and that participants 
are satisfied with installed measures. Will include estimation of frewidership and spillover, and will be 
conducted at the most comprehensive level possible given time and budget constraints. In unevaluated 
program years, a basic report describing program activities, budget and expenditures, estimated savings and 
lessons learned will be developed. 
The evaluation approach will be contingent on the evaluation resources available to the study and the results 
of an evaluation planning approach that focuses evaluation resources on the programs with the most savings 
and the highest risk of inaccurate ex ante estimates. This program has three independent but coordinated 
component-focused evaluation efforts that need to be conducted simultaneously. These include: Audits, 
Direct Installs, and Rebated HVACILighting. The evaluation approach for each component is as follows: 
Energy Audits 
The energy audit component will be evaluated using a partidpant and non-participant survey approach with 
multiiamily(MF) owners and operators to identify the difference between the level of recommended actions 
taken by participants and non-participants. This approach will automatically net out the net-to-gross factors, 
as the non-participant actions will represent the normal market behavior in the absence of the program. The 
energy savings from the actions taken will be reported consistent with the adopted deemed values. Where 
actions are not listed in the company deemed values database, DOE-II models linked to weather normalized 
engineering estimates will be developed to represent applied savings. Because of the cost, on-site metering 
and verification efforts will not be conducted. The energy savings from the actions taken will be reported 
consistent with the adopted deemed values. The information from the surveys along with reviews of current 
evaluation literature will serve as the basis for adjusting deemed values over time. 
LowCost Direct Installs 
The direct install evaluation will be based on the coordination of two evaluation approaches. First the 
program records will be reviewed to extract the listing of the installed measures and the baseline conditions 
associated with the direct install. These will serve as the platform from which participant surveys will be used 
to confirm the information in the tracking system, including the pre-installed baselineloperational conditions. 
In cases where the tracking system excludes baseline conditions, the survey will establish the operational and 
environmental conditions from which baseline conditions different from the deemed value assumptions Will be 
adjusted. When baseline data is available in the tracking system, the baseline information from the tracking 
system will be adjusted to reflect the survey results in the calculation of net savings. The non-parlicipant audit 
survey will also be structured to identify the level of comparable low-cost actions taken by non-participants to 
net out the effects of free riders for the direct install component. The information from the surveys along with 
reviews of current evaluation literature will serve as the basis for adjusting deemed values over time. 
Rebated HVAClLighting 
The rebated lighting evaluation will be conducted at the same time as the previous two studies so that 
baseline and operational use conditions associated with these measures will be covered in the participant and 
the non-participant surveys. Here again, the non-participant survey will serve to net-out the program-induced 
measures from free ridership savings. However, for a sample of the HVAC and lighting projects on-site 
verification efforts will be used to confirm the installations and the use conditions. The evaluation results from 
the surveys and the on-site verification efforts will be used to adjust the assumptions behind the deemed 
savings estimates and will be used to establish new deemed values for future years. 

.The process evaluation will be conducted at the same time as the three studies noted above and will 
included interviews with program mangers and service providers, reviews of program materials, including 
marketing and outreach materials and reports and process evaluation questims placed on the impact 
evaluation survey instruments. The process study will provide recommendations to improve the program. 

W V  
~ q u l - ~ ,  
C o n t i d  
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AdmlnlrMlve 
Requirements 

EaUmated 
Paltkiprtlon 

Ramp-up period would require .25-.5 FTE for planning and program design. If the program is 
implemented using a contractor, the steady-state staffing requirement is approximately 25 for 
verification and general management. This program requires relatively ongoing support from 
other corporate elements including marketing. administration and IT. 

Low Flow Shomr Hnda 64 98 n 
Modulaf CFL, pln b r a d  2,061 3,101 3,101 



Savingr 
l a g a b  
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Fixhrn 50.250 0.0 

Holm c.ntnl AC (Cones 
C)uca) 

Total Savinas: 

350 02 

Prognm 
Mebiw 

coot Total Resource Cost 
dfectivsllge Test: 1.48 

The primary melrics are the energy savings. Annual deficits of greater than 10% should trigger program 
review and redesign. Secondaiy metrics pertain to the veriication rate of direct install measures. If installation 
rates fall below 90%, program redesign may be warranted. 
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Residential New HVAC 

PROGRAM Residential New HVAC 

Objectlve 

Taget Market 

Program 
Duration 

Program 
Description 

Promote purchase of new central air conditioners at efficiency levels above current federal standards. 
Promote proper sizing and installation of new residential central AC units and capture the associated 
savings. Transform current HVAC installation practices. 

Homeowners and dealerdinstallers of residential central AC units. 

June 2008 -May 2011. Although program development will begin in the summer of 2008, the first 
installations are expected to occur in the spring of 2009 during the latter part of the first program year. 
There are substantial energy efficiency and peak demand reduction opportunities associated with the 
proper sizing and installation of new central AC systems, as well as with the installation of premium 
efficiency equipment. Many new central AC units are under- or, more commonly, over-sized resulting in 
frequent cyding and inefficient operation of the unit. Proper sizing of the units typically is accomplished 
using Manual J, the residential central AC sidng protocol developed by the Air Conditioning Contractors of 
America (ACCA) that uses detailed heat load calculations. Even when HVAC contractors use Manual J 
they can improperly apply the protocol. Quality installation of central AC units also requires calibration of 
the refrigerant charge and airflow, and may include duct sealing to further improve operating efficiency. 
Quality HVAC installations will be delivered through a network of HVAC contractors operating in the 
Ameren Illinois Utilities' (the Company) service territory that have been trained in program protocols and 
participation processes. The New HVAC Program will promote efficiency for new residential central AC 
systems through the following program components: 

Quality installation: HVAC contractors will be trained to meet a quality installation protocol that 
requires the proper use of Manual J for equipment sizing, as well as calibration of refrigerant 
charge and aifflow. Contractor incentives will be provided for documented quality installations 
that meet the protocol. Information about duct sealing will also be provided to contractors but 
will not be a required component of the installation protocol. 

Premium efficiency equipment: The program will also offer a standard incentive for all 
equipment that exceeds 13 SEER. 

By promoting proper sizing and quality installation practices, the program will build capacity among HVAC 
contractors to address these issues and provide a value-added service to their customers. Program 
marketing efforts will promote the value of these services to customers and the energy-saving benefits 
Incentives Will be paid to the HVAC contractor on a per job basis. The contractor has the option of passing 
the incentive through to the consumer in the form of a lower fee for the servicelequipment, or retaining the 
incentive, depending on their maketing strategy. 
A coordinated recruitment and training strategy will be used to inform contractors of opporhrnities and 
incentives available through the Residential New HVAC Program and the Residential HVAC Diagnostics 
and Tune-up Program. 
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Eligible 
HaraUnS 

The Company will reserve the right to revise eligible measures as needed in accordance with current 
market conditions, technology development, EM&V results, and program implementation experience 

I m p l m M o n  The value of this program depends uitically on current practice within the ..mpanies tenitory. Therefore, 
before initiating this program, the Company will undertake a simple market study of current sizing 
practices. 
The Company will retain an implementation contractor responsible for recruiting, incentive fulfillment, and 
training. For program economy this contractor should be the same one retained to implement the 
Residential HVAC Diagnostics and Tune-up Program. The key steps in the implementation process 
include: 

strsteey 

Contractor recruitment and training: The implementation contractor will recruit HVAC 
contractors and arrange for them to participate in the required lraining that will address proper 
sizing and quality installation protocols. Contractor recruitment and training will be coordinated 
with the Companies Residential HVAC Diagnostics and Tune-Up, so that contractors and their 
customers perceive the two programs as a single ohring covering new and exisSng equipment. 

Customer recruitment: The primary customer recruitment mechanism will be the direct 
marketing activities of participating HVAC contractors. Program information will also be posted 
on the Company’s web site. 
Project implementation: Participating HVAC contractors will ensure proper equipment sizing 
and provide quality installation services according to program protocols. 

Incentive application: HVAC contractors will submit incentive applications for qualifying 
services performed, as well as for any premium efficiency equipment installed. The Company‘s 
implementation contractor will perform a W Q C  review of all applications to ensure that 
required information and documentation has been provided. 
Incentive payment: HVAC contractors will receive a per-job incentive for approved 
applications. 

Project verification: The Company will reserve the right to site-verity work conducted by 
participating HVAC contractors prior to approval and payment of incentives. 

This program is intended ultimately to transfon the practices of HVAC contractors. However, the program 
will no1 impact stocking practices or vendor-customer relationships. As such, exit from this program can 
occur quickly if it proves to be ineffective. In any event, the program has a limited duration as within a 
three-year implementation cycle, a critical mass of contractors should be reached. 
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EWEROrSTARContmlAC 
(14 SEER) 

Marketing The Residential HVAC Program is aimed at the mass market and as such will require a higher level of 
marketing activity to capture consumers' attention and generate sufficient project flow. Key elemenls of 
the marketing strategy will include: 

- 
Direct consumer marketing: To increase consumer awareness about the value of proper 
sizing, quality HVAC installations, and premium efficiency equipment, the Company will market 
the program through bill stuffers and other direct mail approaches. Customers will be directed to 
the website as the primaly source of information. 

Mass market advertising: During special promotions the Company will deploy mass market 
advertising (radidnewspaperltelevision) to promote services provided through the program. 

Cooperative advertising: The Company will develop co-branded advertising templates 
(brochures, customer postcards, etc.) for participating HVAC contractors to use in their 
marketing efforts. 

t# 

Incentive Incentives will be paid to parlicipating HVAC contractors on a per job basis for both the new HVAC 
systems and quality installations. Conkactors will have the option of passing the incentive through to the 
consumer in the form of a lower product price or fee for the service, or retaining the incentive. This 
structure provides an added incentive to contractors to develop compelling sales strategies. 

As the New HVAC Program evolves beyond the initial ramp-up period and ongoing EM&V activities track 
program performance the Company may adjust incentive levels based on implementation experience, 

StntegY 

Note that these incentive levels are in most cases approximations based on the per measure incentives 
calculated within the cost-effectiveness model. The incentive budget shown below is drawn from the 
model's more detailed measure level calculations. Therefore, multiplying the per unit incentives shown 
here by estimated participation will not equal the program element's incentive budget. 

This program will likely attract the largest participation in the spring, prior to the cooling season. The 
following schedule assumes that the program ramps up slowly and is ready for the 2009 season. 
December 2007: Issue RFP 
February 2008: Commission approval 
July 2008: Implementation contractor selection 
October-December 2008: Final program design and protocol development 
January 2009: Son-launch - contractor recruitmentltraining 
March-May 2009: Active wstomer recruiting by contractors 
June 2009: Program launch 
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EMW 
mui-d 

The evaluation approach will be contingent on the evalualion resources available to the study and the 
resuits of an evaluation planning approach that focuses evaluation resources on the programs with the 
most savings and the highest risk of inaccurate ex ante estimates. This program focuses on creating and 
meeting the demand for properly higher efficiency air conditioning and for properly sized unit installs. 
The evaluation effort will involve as assessment of the degree of change in the sizing of installed units and 
the increase in the installation of SEER-I4 or higher units, above what would have occurred in the market 
without the program. 
The first part of the evaluation will involve the implementation of a market practice baseline of the sizing 
and installation practices of participating and non-participating trade allies. These interviews will focus on 
how trade allies size units and their use of manual J or similar practices. The purpose of the interview will 
be to establish the market baseline relative to the degree to which proper sizing is occurring by trade allies 
in general, and by prcgram padners. The baseline interview will focus on preprogram practices and the 
extent to which those practices are used in the market. lfthere are sufficient evaluation resources the 
evaluation will include an on-site verification effort in which a sample of newly retrofit and newinstalls will 
be examined by the evaluation team and used to adjust the self-repofled baseline practices. 
Periodically this interview will be repeated with both participants and non-participants to track changes in 
the market caused by the program. As the program's influences are quantified via the baseline tracking 
interviews the energy consumption and demand differences in the movement of the market baseline 
practice and the participant practice will be estimated using weather adjusted building modeling 
approaches of the two scenarios. 
For participants (trade allies and customers) who install more energy efficient equipment, interviews and 
tracking system review will be conducted to determine the SEER that would have been installed without 
the program and the SEER that was installed as a result of the program to get at the net SEER unit 
installs that are caused by the program and the SEER rating differences. This data will then be modeled 
to reflect the typical difference between the pre and post program net changes in unit decisions, practices 
and energy consumption. If added funding is available Participating households will be Surveyed to obtain 
use information that will be used to calibrate the models. 

The process evaluation will be conducted at the same time as the impact study. This will involve reviews 
ofthe program materials, interviews with program mangers and interviews with participating and non- 
participating trade allies and end-use customers. The process evaluations will focus on identifying 
experiences, satisfaction and the development of recommended changes to the program. 

If the Company chooses to contract for implementation, administrative requirements for this program are 
expected to be quite low. The start-up and ongoing FTE requirement would be subsumed under that for 
the Residential HVAC Diagnostics and TuneUp program. Limited participation from the Company's 
marketing organization would be needed, and no direct involvement from account management would be 
required. 

M n i r b r t i v e  
Raquimnmh 
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Estimated 
Pdcipation assumed participation rate. 

Note lhe estimated partiapatlon figures shown below are rounded estimates calculated as function of an 

Estimated 
Budget 

Savings 
Targets 

.-- . . . -. .. . 

f tdwknl  R* I 0.98 I 0.M I 0.9s I I 

Program 
Yebics 

The primary program metrics are estimated energy savings. A key secondary metric is the number of 
contractors trained in the use of Manual J. At this point we do not have data on the size of lhe HVAC 
wntractor market in !he Company's sewice territoly. However, the final implementation plan should set 
metria based on better information regarding market size. 
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coat- 
efhrctivrnesr 

Total Resource Cost Test 1.14 
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Residential -Appliance Recycling Pmgram 

PROGRAM 
NAME 

Residential - Appliance Recycling Program 

oqeaive Promote the retirement and recycling of secondary, inefficient refrigerators from households by offering a 
turn-in incentive and free pickup of working equipment, as well as information and education on the cost 
of keeping an inefficient unit in operation. 

Residential customers with working secondary refrigerators manufactured before 1993. All targeted 
customers taking delivery service from the Ameren Illinois Utilities (The Company) are eligible for this 
program regardless of their choice of supplier 

Initial program implementation period is three year?, commencing in June, 2008 and ending in May, 201 1 
Program is assumed to extend throughout the planning pericd. 

The Company will contract with an appliance recycling company to provide turnkey implementation 
services that include verification of customer eligibility scheduling of pick-up appointments, appliance 
pickup, recycling and disposal activities, and incentive processing. In contractor selectinn, preference will 
be given to appliance recycling companies that have recyclingldisposal facilities located in Illinois, or that 
are willing to construct such facilities given the antidpated volume resulting from the program. 
Recydingldisposal practices will be designed to prevent the release of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). 
Turnkey program implementation through an appliance recycling contractor Will simplify program delivery, 
reduce the Companies administrative costs, and ensure a streamlined participation process. The program 
Will be designed to minimize barriers to participation by offering incentives, convenient scheduling of 
appointments, and cost-free pickup of qualifying equipment. 
The measure listed below has been utilized for planning purposes, but the Company will reserve the right 
to revise eligible measures as needed in accordance with current market conditions, technology 
development, EM&V results, and program implementation experience. 

T a m  Market 

Pmgram 
Dudon 

Dmp(kn 
PIognm 

Eliilble 
ysrww 

R- 
mvclkw I 1.m I 0.3 I - -  I I I I 

I m # a m n  - Key elements of the Appliance Recycling Program implementation strategy include: 

Outsourcing implementation: The Company will issue an RFP to regionallnational appliance 
recycling companies to provide comprehensive, turnkey implementation services from eligibilitv 
verification to proper disposallrecycling of turned-in rehigerators. 

Customer educationlrecruitment: The Company will develop and implement the marketing 
strategy. There will be strong consumer marketing and education components emphasizing how 
much it m t s  to operate that old, secondary refrigerator, as well as the availability of program 
incentives and pick-up setvices. 
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Marketing The program will employ strong consumer education and marketing components emphasizing the savings 
associated with retiring old, inefficient refrigerators, and the importance of ensuring proper 
disposallrecycling. Marketing materials will also include messaging about the benefits of ENERGY STAR 
qualified new equipment, as some secondaly refrigerators will eventually be replaced with new 
equipment. The program will leverage ENERGY STAR promotional resources such as the national 
Refrigerator Retirement Promotion (July- September) and the Refrigerator Retirement Savings 
Calculator. Call Center staff will be trained and provided with program collateral. 
Anticipated marketing materials will include: 

S(rategY 

Web content 

Bill stuffers and other direct mail 

Limited mass market advertising around special promotions 

Incentive 
-Y 

In addition to free pick-up of eligible equipment, the Program will provide turn-in incentives. As the 
Appliance Recycling Program evolves beyond the initial rampup period and ongoing EM&!! activities 
track program performance, the Company may revise incentive amounts as the market dictates. However, 
the following expectations and assumptions have been utilized for planning purposes, including the base 
rebate levels listed below: 

uik8tollea December 2007: Issue appliance recycler RFP 
February 2008: Commission approval 
February - March 2008: Select appliance recycling firm 
May 2008: Finalize program protocols, procedures 
June 2008: Program launch 
July-September 2008: ENERGY STAR refrigerator retirement campaign 
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EMW 
Requirements 

The evaluation approach will be contingent on the evaluation resources available to the study and the 
results of an evaluation planning approach that focuses evaluation resources on the programs with the 
most savings and the highest risk of inaccurate ex ante estimates. This prcgram focuses on removing old 
inefficient units from the grid. 
The evaluation approach will involve a two step process in which energy savings will be estimated for the 
program in the first step, and then adjusted in the second step to account for actual consumption saved. 
The first step will involve an estimate based on survey data obtained from participants, linked to energy 
consumption information from the Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers (AHAM). The survey 
data will focus on in-home use, use frequency and the environment in which the unit is stored. This 
information will be used to adjust the energy consumption information obtained fmm AHAM for each 
model assessed. It is projected that the first year evaluation will use a census of the units picked up to 
establish the energy savings levels for the program, followed by years in which sampling approaches or a 
census approach will be used depending on pick up volume and the representativeness of a sample 
approach. The energy estimation approach will account for replaced units or the rotation of secondaly 
units within the home because of the purchase of a new or used unit to replace the recycled unit. 
The net to gross factor will be calculated using participant response information about what they would 
have done without the unit being picked up by the program. 
If evaluation funds are available, a sample of picked up units will be acquired that represents the 
population of units picked up by the program. For refrigerators these units will be filled with liquids to 
match the use conditions reflected from the participant survey and metered to acquire energy use data. In 
these tests, the units will have their doors opened and closed each day consistent with the frequency of 
this occurrence as identified in the participant survey. 
The energy savings will be calculated by adjusting the AHAM data to account for efficiency degradation, 
(typically noted to be about 1% per year after the first year) and the expected impact of the door opening 
and closing while in the home use condition. lfthe metered sampling approach can be funded, the 
savings will be adjusted to account for the metered assessment. 
During the survey with participants the evaluation will collect satisfaction and process data. The 
evaluation will also conduct process interviews with the program mangers and the implementation 
contractor. The evaluation will provide recommendations for improving the program. 

The Company will be responsible for developing the appliance recycling contractor RFP and contractor 
selection, developing and implementing the marketing strategy, and monitoring contractor and goal 
performance. Ameren Illinois Utilities, Commonwealth Edison and the Deparbnent of Commercial and 
Economic Opportunity could collaborate on vendor selection to maximize economies of scale. 
The implementation contractor will be responsible for addressing customer inquiries received directly or 
referred by the Company, and for program tracking and reporting activities. 
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Gnu8 lywH 

Rulb*ionR*r 
NbMo4mu 

N a t M  

savings 
Targets 

7.m X,TW 43,785 77,w 
O.% 0.85 0.95 
9.35 9.35 0.35 

2 m  8.I97 14,550 25,I82 

coat. 
effedivennau 

- 

Total Savings: 

The principal program metrics are the annual energy and demand savings, and delivery at or below 
budgeted cost. Secondary performance metrics will include customer outreach conducted (direct mail, 
etc.), customer inquiries received, and web page hits. 

Total Resource Cost Test: 1.15 
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4.2.3. Business Energy Efficiency Solutions 
Like the Residential Energy Efficiency Solutions program the Ameren Illinois Utilities’ Business 
Energy Efficiency Solutions Program offers a complementary set of energy management 
options to commercial and industrial customers. Many customers may initially enter the program 
through the prescriptive program elements, which focus primarily on lighting and motors 
retrofits. These simpler measures will also provide a conduit for the Company to build 
relationships with business customers. As the program matures, the Company will use 
Business Energy Efficiency Solutions to promote more comprehensive commercial and 
industrial energy management options. 

The Company will offer a range of options through the customized efficiency track that can 
reach businesses with a greater variety of energy using processes and typically have larger total 
usage. As the Company continues to build relationships with medium and large customers it 
may develop programs elements that package several custom measures into a suite that 
targets a specific sector. 

The program will also foster the development of a local energy efficiency industry in the Ameren 
Illinois Utilities’ territory. By providing increased marketing, technical assistance, and actual 
incentives for participation, the Company will help to drive more customers toward high- 
efficiency buildings. Various program elements will target new load sources during initial 
building design and existing load sources through retrofit and retro-commissioning projects. 
The program will support the nascent retro-commissioning and “green building” industries in the 
utilities’ territory, transforming the market over time and reducing the cost of increased efficiency 
by building local capacity for high-performance building design and operation. 
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CBI Custom Incentive 

PROGRAM C&l Custom Incentive 

Objective 

Target Market 

Program Duratlon 

Prognm Description 

To acquire energy savings via commercial and industrial customer energy efficiency 
improvements via customized incentives. Many C&l projects involve multiple measures with 
interactive effects, process improvements andlor complex measures for which deemed 
savingsfsimple savings algorithms combined with prescriptive incentives are not appropriate. 
This program will offer customized incentives based on calculated savings for specific 
customer projects. This program will operate in close coordination with the C&l Prescriptive 
Incentive program. 

All customers are eligible for this program, however the program will primarily be targeted at 
customers on Rate DS-4, and secondarily will be targeted at customers on Rate DS-3. This 
program is open to all existing commercial, institutional and industrial customers of rate class 
O S 4  and DS-3 with cost-effective effciency opportunities for which prescciptiue incentives 
are not available.. 

Rate OS-3 General Delivery Service; and 

Rate DS-4 Large General Delivety Service 

Initial program implementation period is three years, commencing in June, 2008 and ending 
in May, 2011. Program is assumed toextend throughout the planning period. 

The Program will provide financial assistance to customers to support implementation of high- 
efficiency opportunities which are available at the Lime of new equipment purchases, facility 
modernization, and industrial process improvement. The incentives will be customized based 
on estimated energy savings subject to a cap. The cap can be single tier (e.g. $/kWh of first 
year savings) or can be multi-tieredwith caps based on maximum incentive per kWh, 
minimum payback (e.g. buy-down to a 2 year payback), and maximum share of project wst. 
The advantage of a single tier cap is that customers and allies are belter able to estimate the 
level of incentive in project evaluations. This is typically how standard offer programs operate. 
A multi-tiered cap is appropriate if there are concerns that the program would be overpaying 
for projects or attracting too high a level of free riders It is often assumed that C&l customers 
typically will make an investment without incentive if the payback is below two years. We 
have found this not to be the case consistently, particularly with projects that entail significant 
perceived risk. 

Initially, the program will be offered without extensive technical support (detailed audits, co- 
funding of studies, etc). The program logic model assumes that most projects will be initiated 
by trade allies and more sophisticated customers with in-house energy management who, as 
part of the project assessment, will prepare such studies. Should program volume lag 
expectations, the Company reserves the right to provide financial support for project studies 
or independent review of projects to confirm savings, recognizing that extensive technical 
support can significantly impact program cost-effectiveness. The program will include internal 
review of all custom incentive applications to verify savings calwlations and the program will 
reserve the right to site-verify data prior to approval. 
The primary delivety channel for custom projects will be trade allieslenergy service 
companies, and Company account representatives. Outreach to trade allies to explain 
project eligibility and the incentive structure is critical. Again, depending on project volume, 
the Company will consider a supplemental ally incentive to stimulate project development. 
The key to the success of a custom incentive program is minimizing program application 
complexity and a straightfolward incentive structure. If the final program design is too 
complex, allies will by-pass the program in favor of the prescriptive incentive program. 
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imp- stww The program will be administered by an implementation contractor selected through an RFP 
or RFQ process. Project W Q C  review and verification will be performed by the 
implementation contractor or third-party engineering consultants. Efliciency measure 
implementation and installation will be the responsibility of the customer. Companies approval 
will be required for any incentive application exceeding a preset limil defined by the 
Company. 
Coordination with the Company account service staff is Critical. Account representatives have 
valuable relationships with energy decision-makers and the key customers and can provide 
credibility to the program. 
The program will employ both incentive reservation and application stages. Prior to 
undertaking a project, applicants must submit a rebate reservation form that provides all data 
required to determine the incentive level. The Company or program implementer will perform 
a desk review of the reservation and verify the incentive. In the case of large projects, Ihe 
Implementation Contractor may perform a site visit to verify baseline conditions. If approved, 
the Company will reserve Ihe incenCve amount and authorize Ihe customer to undertake the 
project. Upon completion, the customer will file a rebate application. The application will 
mirror the reservation, but will require documentation of project costs. As necessary, the 
rebate level will be recalculated. A fraction of all applications and every application for a 
rebate over $10,000 will be subject to on-site verificatbn prior to payment. 
The program will be subject to annual evaluation. lfthe evaluation shows that the program is 
not cost-effective as implemented and/or if the Company determines that the program is not 
performing satlsfadorily, the program will be ended. Custom incentive programs tend to reach 
primarily larger customers and by definition support more complex, multi-measure projects. 
These programs typically do not have a significant influence on dealer stocking practices and 
withdrawal of this program should not cause significant market diSNptiOn. The Company 
should be clear in all program marketing activities that it reserves the right to terminate the 
program. However, given that the sales cycle for such projects can be months long, 
withdrawal from the market should follow notification of large customer$ several months prior 
to formal termination to ensure that projects with key customers are not disrupted. 

Direct and network matketing (Irade groups, business organizations, etc) rather than mass 
marketing or advertising will be employed. Targets of the marketing strategy will be both the 
customer and key trade allies. Account rep visits, direct mail, lraining presentations, 
participation in trade shows and trade association events all will be included in the recruiting 
approach. 
Outreach and training for trade allies is essential since this group, including energy service 
companies, will sell most projects. 
Common to all programs, a clear web presence tor the program is important. Business center 
staff should be trained and provided with program collaleral. 

MsbrbIly 

Marlrathllstnbsoy 
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Ellgibla Measures and 
Incentive SWegy 

All cost-effective energy efficiency measures (majority of energy savings must be electricity at 
the site) in the facilities of eligible customers. 

Incentive will be based on per-kWh value, subject to certain caps as described below. The 
incentive amount is subject to modification as needed to balance the program's financial 
requirements and savings targets. Baseline incentives will be $O.OS/kWh for custom lighting 
projects [for technologies not identified in the Prescriptive Program) and 5O.OBlkWh for all 
other custom projects. 

Caps that would reduce the total incentive amount include: 

The incentive for each measure may not exceed 50% of the incremental cost for 
retrofits and 100% of the incremental cost for replacement. 

Total incentive may be reduced if the project's energy savings provide the customer 
with a simple payback below one year. This level may be adjusted based on 
discussions with the evaluator in an effort to minimize free-ridership. 

Total incentive may be reduced if it exceeds a maximum per-project incentive cap 
ba t  the Company may establish during the final prcgram design process. 

The Company may also elect to offer, as part of the Custom Program, an energy efiaency 
RFP process for large projects that would exceed $500,000 in incentive costs. In an RFP 
solicitatin, customers or third pa@ entities would be alW to develop proposals and 
submit them to the Company for consideration, and the incentive cost would be proposed as 
part of that proposal. 

1. All incentives are contingent on Company (or its designated implementation 
contractor's) review and acceptance of savings estimates, and are subject to pre- 
installation and oost-installation verification. 

December 2007: Drafl and distribute Implementation Vendor RFP (jointly with the 
Prescriptive Incentive Program) 
February 2008: Commission approval 
February-March 2008: Implementation contractor selection 
April-May 2008: Final program design, measure selection, and savings determination 
June 2008: Program launch 
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E W V  R e q u l m n b  To mkimize program costs. anticipated energy savings wi I be estimated ana agreed on for 
all appropriate projects throLgh a rigorobs WQC process prior to tne offer of an 
imp ementat on ncentive. After imp ementation of tne effc ency measures, a post inspection 
vvll be Lsea to confrm proper installation ana conformance wlth the measure specification. A 
stat stically significant numoer of mplementea projects wi I be evaluated to verily gmss 
savings em mates. For those meawes where re iable estimates of sawngs can not be maae 
pnor to imp ementation, pre and post monitoring may be used to determine savings The final 
EMRV specil cat ons will oe oeveloped by the implementat on contractor ana approved by 
The Company and the Program Eva Lator. 

The eva Lation approach wi I oe contingent on the evalLalion resources ava la0 e to tne stuay 
and me results of an eva Lation plann ng approacn tnat focuses tne evaluation resources on 
the programs witn the most savings ana hignest risk of being inaccurate This program nas 
more risd of changea savings estimates (compared to other programs in the portfolio) 
because of the non-standard natJre of the measures covered and the potentia s ze of the 
projects. 

Became this is an imponant program and one that targets large ustomers with non-standard 
meawes it shoula be targeted for a rigoms evaluation. At this time t is pro,ected that the 
inoependent evaluat on wi I employ on-site assessments of a representat ve sample of the 
participants insta lat on and Jse cond tions to confirm the nsta lat on is 'as planned an0 
rebated' to identify any dikrences between expected estimated savings ana the as- nstal ed 
and used conditions. 

The evalJat on will emp oy to the extent poss ble post installation metering and verification 
monitoring of a representalive samp e of installs, along wth the use of onloff-site intelviews 
and purchas.ng policy reviews to assess net-tegross aajustment factors to inform f~ tu re  
deemeo energy savings and NTG values The Jse of IPMVP protocols wi I be appl eo to 
selected samples that mane LP key portions of the gross energy sav ngs projections It is 
anticipated tnat IPMVP option B (Reirofit Isolaton) WII make bp a sdbslantial part ofthis 
assessment. however opt ons A (Partially MeasLrea Retroft solation) or option C (Whole 
Facility MeaSJrement) will be emp oyed wnen the other options are inappropriate for the 
hstallation or determined to be too expensive. Option D (Cal brateo SimJ ation) may be Lsed 
if the retrofits are facility related (rather than process related) and wnen otner options are 
oetermined to be nappropriate or too expens ve. If IPMVP options are determined to be 
beyond the bLdget availaole. eng neenng rev ews of tne pro,ect worksheets and project 
information will be pedormeo Inked IO on-site verificat.on effons to confrm the as-installea 
and bsed cond tions and the oaseline assumptions and panicipant decision approacnes. Tne 
base ine condition to oe appliea in the mpact analysis wi I oe set at the pre-instal condition if 
the project woLld not nave gone forward wirnoJt the program, or at tne a temative lower- 
efficiency technologies level f the instal ation were to nave been taken withOJt the program, 
bLt instal ed at lower eves of effic enq.  Wnere tne projects are oeterm ned to nave gone 
forward at tne same eve1 of efficiency withoLt me program no energy savings will be crediteo 
to the program ana the sav ngs wi I oe counted as free riders. Process intelv'ews w I be 
conaucted with part c pants. trade a lies, program mangers and accoLnt reps ana coorainated 
witn tne mpact eva Lation resdts to ,dent ly recommendations for program improvements 
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Admlnlstrative 
Requirements 

Should the Company contract for implementation it will be responsible for developing the RFP 
or RFQ, implementation contractor selection, review of program policies and procedures and 
incenbve forms, performance monitoring, and approval of large incentive payments. Company 
Account Managers will market the program to managed accounts (coordination between 
program implementers and account managers is critical to ensure customer service metrics 
are met, but the coordination process can be difficult). Company communicationdmarketing 
staff will be required for reviewlapproval of program marketing collateral and participation of 
web staff will be needed for any online content. 

The implementation contractor responsibilities include final program design, development of 
marketing materials, program marketing/recruiting, project management and W Q C ,  
customer and contractor dispute resolution, tracking, reporting and program goal 
achievement. 
The Company will need to allocate approximately .75 FTE during program start-up (for this 
program and the C&l Prescriptive Incentive Program combined), with a steadyslate 
requirement of 0.50 FTE for direct program management. Start-up activities will focus on 
review of policies and procedures and reservation and application forms. In addition, staff will 
be required to support the integration of Company account management staff into the 
program. The Company will need to develop a system for tracking key program data (this 
system will likely serve all programs). Company marketinglcustomer relations staff Will be key 
padicipants in program design and approval of marketing strategies and collateral. 
Participation will be required of the Company's webmaster. Total FTE requirement during the 
34 month start-up is 1.25- 1.50 FTE Company-wide. 
With respect to rebate fulfillment. an early decision must be made as to whether rebates will 
be processed by the implementation contractor or the Company. Standard practice uses the 
implementation contractor, but could require the Company to advance funds for the rebates, 
or to otherwise develop a process for quickly moving funds to the implementation contractor. 

2,577,283 6,661,632 10,807,960 
1,5lI,ZU 4,0(0,682 6,631,IW 

0U.r W7.870 2.23).663 3.639.4S3 
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Savings Tageta 

.... 

15.812 I 24.3% I 

Prcqnm Metda The principal program melrics are the annual energy and demand savings targets, and 
delivety al  or below budgeted cost. Secondary mettics include lime-teaoorove and time-to. 
pay, project pipeline andcustomer complaint&omplaint resolution. Thecompany will 
monitor cost per kWh saved and cost-effectiveness. Deviations of more than 10% from levels 
estimated in the final implementation plan may result in formal program review and possible 
revision. 

CoaMfeetiveneaa Total Resource Cost Test: 
1.90 
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CBI Presuiplve Incentive 

PROGRAM 

Objective 

Tag& Marke( 

Progrm Duntion 

Progrm Dewiption 

C81 Prescriptive Incentive 

To acquire energy savings via commercial and industrial customer energy efficiency 
improvements involving via prescriptive incentives for common measures for which savings 
are easily deemable. This program will operate in close coordination with the C&l Custom 
Incentive program. This program will likely be responsible for the majority of C&l savings. 

Commercial, government, institutional, and industrial customers of all sizes. This market is 
essentially the same as that targeted by the Custom Incentive program, although it will tend to 
reach smaller C&l customers to a greater extent as these markets tend to pursue simpler, 
single-measure projects. 

Initial program implementation period is three years, commencing in June, 2008 and ending 
in May, 2011. Assumed that the program will continue throughout the planning period. 
The program will provide rebates for energy-efficient produds that are readily available in the 
marketplace and with savings opportunities for a large number of customers. The program 
will target measures for which energy savings can be reliably deemed, or calculated using 
simple threshold criteria. Rebates will be fixed per measure. Examples of measures in the 
first category are premium efficiency motors, vending machine sensors, and many lighting 
measures. Variable frequency drives, air compressors, basic refrigeralion measures are 
examples of measures where a simple calculation may be required. In either case, the rebate 
is preset rather than calculated based on the specific project. A principal objective of this 
program element is to provide an expedited, simple solution for customers interested in 
purchasing efficient technologies that can produce verifiable savings. 
Program management most likely will be provided by a third-party implementer who will be 
responsible for developing a detailed implementation plan, measure lists and rebate levels, 
recruiting participants, incentive processing (final fulfillment may be handled by a single entity 
for ail financial assistance programs), and spot verification. 
The primary delivery channel for Prescriptive Incentive programs generally are trade allies 
and energy services providers who routinely serve this market. Direct outreach to customers 
is too expensive and reach is too limited. As such, reauiting will be focused on these allies. 
The Program will provide basic program collateral (eligible measure lists and rebate levels), 
and limited sales training focusing on up-selling more efficient equipment. Rebate 
applications will be downloadable from the Ameren Illinois Utilities (The Company) web site. 
Unlike the Custom program, this program will not use a rebate reservation. The relatively 
simple application will require that proof of purchaselinstallation be provided as a condition of 
payment. 
The program implementation contractor will verify a sample of installations prior to payment. 
All applications for in excess of $10,000 will be verified prior to payment. 
More than virtually any other program, the Prescriptive Incentive program is likely, if 
successful, to have an impact on the mid-stream market. Trade allies (dealers and 
contractors) will change stocking practices to ensure a supply of efficient equipment. Sudden 
changes in Ihe Program's structure, or pulling the program entirely can create market 
disruption and alienate the allies who, in turn, can alienate customers. If the Program is found 
to be not costeffective and/or if the Company changes its strategy, it is impoltant to 
communicate clearly with the ally community and provide sufficient notice of program 
changes. 
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Harketlng Stmtegy Program marketing efforts will primarily target trade allies and the energy sewices industiy for 
specific market segments (lighting, HVAC, refrigeration, etc). The targeting strategy should be 
developed or at least tested with ally focus groups. The markdinglrewuiting effort will be both 
direct (personal contact with major distributodinstalleddesigners) and indirect through lwal 
trade associations and trade shows. Customer marketing will entail limited direct marketing 
via mass mailings, provision of program information through the Company’s call center, 
posting of pmgram information on the Company’s web site, and direct contact by Company 
Account Managers Program collateral will be relatively simple, consisting of eligible measure 
lists and rebate levels. 

This program will work in the same market as the Custom Incentive program and similar 
programs operated by other utilities have experienced cannibalization of one program by the 
other depending on the structure of incentives. The levels ultimately should be set such that 
the Prescriptive program picks up most or all activity associated with basic measures such as 
lighting, small packaged HVAC, standard refrigeration equipment, commercial food service 
equipment and motors. The incentive levels listed below are those that yield a 1.5-year 
payback on the measure which should generally equate with an amount equal to 50% of 
incremental cost. These amounts are averaged over the levels calculated individually for each 
building type. The actual Total Incentives amount is in Ihe Estimated Budget table. 

Rebates will be provided upon review and approval of a rebate application including proof of 
purchase and installation, including receipls. 

Ellglbb Mearurea and 
Incentive Strategy 

Milestoned December 2007: Drafl and distribute Implementation Vendor RFP (jointly with the Custom 
Incentive Program) 
February 2008: Commission approval 
February-March 2008: Implementation contractor selection 
April-May 2008: Final program design, measure selection, and savings determination 
June 2008: Program launch 
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EMhV Requirements Deemed savings values will be used for some measures such as lighting, lighting controls, 
and motors. Verification of measure installation will be made for a statistically significant 
sample of projects. 

The evaluation approach will be contingent on the evaluation resources available to the study 
and the results of an evaluation planning approach that focuses the evaluation resources on 
the programs with the most savings and highest risk of being inaccurate. This program has 
less risk of eroded savings estimates (compared to other programs in the porlfolio) because 
of the technologies induded and the target market. 

The evaluation approach for this program will employ a sampling strategy that focuses the 
evaluation sample to reflect the types of projects recorded in the tracking system. The 
primary evaluation approach will employ on and off-site verification visitslassessments to 
confirm the project's as-installed and used conditions that provide the expected savings. 
Because these are typically well understood projects in which the as-installed-and-used 
conditions drive the savings analysis, it is expected that few if any IPMVP metering or 
monitoring assessment will be conducted. However, in some instances for which the 
evaluation contractor's savings estimates may be determined to be unreliable because of 
specific participant conditions, focused but limited metering or monitoring or billing analysis 
approaches may be conducted. The evaluation contractor will report savings as a result of 
the reviews to the energy savings assumptions and calculations used by the program, 
compared to the information collected during the evaluation efforts to alter those assumptions 
and calculations. The evaluation contactor will also assess the previous as-used baseline 
conditions by reviewing program baseline assumptions and testing the validity of those 
assumptions via interviews with participants and the findings from the on and off-site 
verification efforts. Interview with participants will also be conducted to establish the 
programs net-to-gross factors for use in informing future adjustments to these factors. 
Because of the prescriptive nature of the program it is expected that survey techniques will be 
used to acquire much of the participant installation and use conditions and to confirm the 
operational environments on which savings are based. This approach will also inform the net- 
to-gross analysis for informing future net-to-gross adjustment metrics. 

During the on and off-site verification assessment, and with additional representative 
participant samples the evaluation contractor will investigate the operations and delivery of 
the programs to develop recommendations for program changes. 
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Administrative 
Requirement8 

Should the Company contract for implementation it will be responsible for developing the RFP 
or RFQ, implementation contractor selection, review of program policies and procedures and 
incentive forms, performance monitoring, and approval of large incentive payments. Company 
Account Managers will make managed accounts aware of the program, but will tend to 
actively market this program less than would be expected for the Custom program. Company 
communicationslmarketing staff will be required for reviewlappmval of program marketing 
collateral and participation of web staff will be needed for any online content. 

The implementation contractor responsibilities include final program design, development of 
marketing materials, program marketinglrecruiting of allies, project management and W Q C ,  
customer and contractor dispute resolution, tracking, reporting and program goal 
achievement. 
The Company will need to allocate approximately .75 FTE during program start-up (tor this 
program and the C&1 Custom Incentive Program combined), with a steady-state requirement 
of 0.50 FTE for direct program management (combined with the Custom Program). Start-up 
activities will focus on review of policies and procedures and resewation and application 
forms. In addition, staff will be required to support the integration of Company account 
management staff into the program. The Company will need to develop a system for tracking 
key program data (this system will likely serwe all programs). Company marketinglcustomer 
relations staffwill be key participants in program design and approval of marketing strategies 
and collateral. Participation will be required of the Company's webmaster. Total FTE 
requirement during the 3-4 month start-up is 1.25 - 1.50 FTE Company-wide for the two 
programs combined. 

With respect to rebate fulfillment, an early decision must be made as to whether rebates will 
be processed by the implementation contractor or the Company. Standard practice uses the 
implementation contractor, but could require the Company to advance funds for the rebates, 
or to otherwise develop a process for quickly moving funds to the implementation contractor. 

CII CFL Bu& 131,181 234,816 313,221 

nv- 161 316 4 1  
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Program Metria The principal program mebics are the annual energy savings, and delivery at or below 
budgeted cost. Secondary metrics include time-to-approve and time-to-pay, and customer 
complaintdcomplaint resolution. The Company will monitor cost per kWh saved and cost- 
effectiveness. Deviations of more than 10% from levels estimated in the final implementation 
plan will result in formal program review and possible revision. Because this program does 
not include a reservation stage, it is not possible to monitor the project pipeline; the Company 
likely will have only anecdotal information regarding anticipated rebate levels. 

Total Resource Cost Test: 1.37  cost^^ 
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CBI - Retro-Commissioning Pmgram (RCx) 

PROGRAM 
NAME 

CBI - Retro-Commissioning Program (RCx) 

ldentifv and imolement low cost tune-uos and adiustments that imorove the efliciencv of existina buildinas' 
~ 

Objective 

Targel M4rket 

Program 
Duratbn 

Program 
Dsscription 

operadng systems by returning them td intended'operation or design specifications, h t h  a focus on 
building controls and HVAC systems. The viability of this program remains to be tested in the Ameren 
Illinois Utilities' (the Company) service territory. Retro-Commissioning programs have tended to be most 
successful where there are larger concentrations of commercial and institutional space. While we believe 
the program will prove viable, we see the first Ulree-year implementation period as one during which we 
develop a much more complete understanding of consumer demand, the nature of the building stock most 
likely to take advantage of the program, the levels of savings we see from the program and so forth. 
Therefore, our assumptions regarding programs costs and savings are tentative pending confirmalion 
from this first three-year implementation. 

The program will be targeted to nonresidential customers. 

June 2009 through May 2011 

This program is intended to help building owners and managers determine the energy performance of 
buildings, to identify major opportunities for improving that performance through re-optimization of existing 
systems and replacement of under-performing equipment, and to provide finanaal support in some cases 
for taking recommended actions. The program would provide several related sets of services including 
inilial qualification based on benchmarking or quick facility assessments, more detailed facility 
assessments intended to identify opportunities for systems improvements, development of a retrc- 
commissioning plan, training, direct installation of lowcost measures and verification of plan 
implementation and incentive fulfillment. 
Retro-commissioning (RCx) services will be delivered through a network of commissioning providers 
operating in the Company service tenitory that have been trained in program protocols and participation 
processes. For smaller facilities, commissioning providers will conduct a targeted assessment of areas 
with substantial energy savings opportunities such as packaged HVAC units. Larger facilities will be 
eligible to receive a more comprehensive assessment of building systems and controls. To motivate 
participalion, but also ensure that customers are invested in the process, the Company will provide cost- 
sharing for the cost of the RCx study. Financial incentives will also be provided to assist in overcoming 
first cost bamers implementing RCx study recommendations. 
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Eligible 
Mwwra8 

RCx measure cost and savings used for program planning purposes indude chilled and hot water loop 
temperalure controls, cleaning of airaoled mndenser mils, and time clock mnlrols for packaged 
systems. Other measures such as ouldoor air and control strategy modifications will also be considered. 
The Company will reserve the right to revise eligible measures as needed in accordance with current 
market conditions, technology develooment, EM&V results. and orwram imolementalion exoerience. 
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Imp lemn iahn  ' The program will be administered by an implementation contractor selected through an RFP process. The 
implementation contractor will administer the pmgram. oversee RCx activities conducted by participating 
commissioning providers, review RCx studies and provide independent evaluation of savings estimates, 
and provide post-installation verification. Company account managers can help to market the program 
and identify potential candidate customers for participation. 
Key elements of the RCx Program implementation strategy include: 

anteoy 

Program set-up: (a) preparation of a final program implementation plan; (b) design and 
production of program forms; (c) development of program protocols for recruiting, customer 
interaction, RCx and benchmarking implementation, and incentive fulfillment and tracking; (d) 
development of a list of approved retrocommissioning contractors, (e) tracking system 
development; and (I) development of marketing and training materials. 

Trade ally recruitment and training: Commissioning providers will be the Program's key 
delively mechanism as they promote RCx sewices and available incentives to their customers 
Commissioning providers will be recruited to participate in brief training sessions to inform them 
about program incentives, participation processes, RCx protacols, and requirements. Trade 
allies actively participating in the RCx Program and other program offerings will receive regular 
communications about program activities and changes to ensure they are informed and 
engaged participants. 

Customer recruitment: Customers will be recruited by Program staff as well as trade allies. As 
the prcgram targets larger customers, referrals by the Companies account managers will be a 
key element of customer recruitment. To ensure that nonresidential customers perceive the 
Company's energy effidency programs as a seamless set of offerings, cross-referrals from 
other programs will also be provided where appropriate. 

Pre-screening: To ensure that RCx elforts are focused on high-opportunity buildings, the 
Company will promote benchmarking with EPAs energy performance rating system as a p r e  
screening mechanism, and benchmarking will be supported by the market conditioning 
components of the energy efficiency portfolio. 
RCx study: During the study phase, the commissioning provider will conduct a facility 
assessment to diagnose problems and make recommendations for minor lowcost adjustments 
that can be made immediately, as well as recommendations for more substantial improvement 
opportunities, including an assessment of cost, savings, and payback. Where applicable, the 
RCx study may include an assessment of energy savings opportunities eligible for incentives 
through the Company's other nonresidential program offerings, and in all such cases the 
incentive levels established by those programs will be used. 

Study review: The program implementation contractor will review the RCx study and determine 
implementation incentives based on projected savings. 

Project implementation: It will be the responsibility of the customer to implement those RCx 
study recommendations that have received Program approval and are eligible for 
implementation incentives. 

Project verification: The Company will reserfe the right to site-verify installations prior to 
approval and payment of implementation incentives. 
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This program will begin implementation in 2008. It likely will be reevaluated as part of the Company's 
next filing and if i t  remains in the podfolio, an exit strategy will be developed at that time. Generally, 
however, RCx programs are intended to foster the development of an RCx industry within a utility's 
service territory that can continue to sell RCx work even in the absence of incentives. Early withdrawal 
from the market (prior to there being a viable local industry) will less disrupt the market than significantly 
slow the market transformation effort and potentially build distrust between the utility Company and RCx 
contractors. 

Exit sbaagy 

The RCx Program will be marketed to customers and trade allies. The Companies account managers will 
be trained and provided with program collateral. 

Customer marketing: In direct marketing efforts, the Company will target large customers and 
ownersloperators of multiple buildings though direct mail and personal contact by Company 
amount managers for managed accounts. The Company also will conduct outreach to Building 
Owners and Manageis Association (BOMA) chapters, real estate management companies, and 
other business associations, and pursue opportunities to provide training and educational 
materials at trade shows and other association events. 
Trade ally marketing: Outreach and training will be provided for commissioning providers, 
induslry professionals and energy services companies that have business motivations for 
promoting RCx services to their customers 
Cooperative marketing: The Company will seek to leverage trade ally adverlising by pursuing 
cooperative marketing opportunities. 
Web Common to all programs, a clear web presence for the program will be established. 

M*g - 

lncdive The Company will provide cost sharing for the cost of the RCx assessment and study, and up to a per- 
pmject cap of $5,000. Implementation incentives will be offered on a $/kWh basis coveting some of the 
incremental cost of implementing recommended energy efficiency measures. In cases where a project 
includes measures eligible for incentives through the Company's other nonresidenlial programs, the 
incentive levels established by those programs will be used. The Company reserves the right to establish 
a per-project incentive cap for RCx Program projects during final program design. 

As the RCx Program evolves beyond the initial rampup period and ongoing EM8V activities track 
program performance, the Company may adjust incentive levels based on implementation experience. 

The incentive cost included in the budget is based on assumptions regarding the costs of efficiency 
measures likely included in retm-commissioning projects and the possible numbers of such measures 
adopted. However, as noted, the actual incentive is likely to be set on a $/square foot basis based on 
further analysis of existing programs, the available budget, expected demand for the program and input 
fmm potential RCx providers. 

stntesv 

Milestoned December 2007: Drafl and distribute Implementation Vendor RFP 
February 2008: Commission approval 
February-March 2008: Implementation contractor selection 
April-May 2008: Final program design, measure selection, and savings determination 
June 2008: Program launch 
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EMW 
Requirmnenb 

The evaluation approach will be conlingent on he evaluation resources available to the study and the 
results of an evaluation planning approach that focuses the evaluation resources on the programs with the 
most savings and highest risk of being inaccurate. This program has more risk of eroded savings 
estimates (compared to other programs in the portfolio) because the measures can be removed, adjusted, 
reprogrammed. over-ridden, not maintained, or changed in other ways. 
The evaluation approach will use a represenlative sampling five phase approach to estimate net savings 
impacts. The phases are: 
1. The evaluation contractor will review the assessment reports and the associated calculations for errors 

and omissions or unsubstantiated or suspect assumptions. When h e  evaluation contractor identifies 
items in which corrective calculations are needed, these will be conducted by the evaluation contractor 
and the estimates or the range of estimated savings will be revised. 

2. The evaluation contractor will review the baseline conditions noted in the assessment reports and 
conduct an on-site inspection after the installalion of the measures are completed to confirm the pre- 
program baseline operalions condilions. This activity will involve confirmation of pre-change, pre- 
existing building equipment, equipment conditions, operating logs, also typically involving diswssions 
with participants to confirm the baseline conditions. Because this inspection would be best achieved as 
a pre-programlpre-change inspection, where possible and when coordination can be achieved, the 
evaluation contractor will visit the facility during the assessment phase to confirm the baseline 
conditions, However, the evaluation community knows that this is not always possible unless the 
evaluation contactors are brought into the process during the enrollment and eady program efforts. The 
evaluation contractor will coordinate with the implementation contractor to make this happen to the 
extent possible. During this phase the evaluation contractor will also conduct a net-to-gross 
assessment to identify the measures and actions that the participant had already planned to take 
without the program. This assessment will include an approach for estimating taking actions earlier 
than what would have occurred without the program to inform the net to gross ratio estimation process. 

3. The evaluation contractor will also conduct a post-installation inspection to confifm that the operational 
or equipment condition changes have been implemented in accordance with the assessment plan and 
that the operational environment is such that the savings are being achieved. In some cases this will 
require examinations of ancillary systems to confirm that the savings achieved on one system have not 
been shifted to other systems in the form of increased consumption When this condition is found, the 
evaluation conlractor will reduce the savings projected to account for the increase in consumption for 
the ancillary systems. Where possible and within budget, on-site measurement will be taken when 
those measurements can help reduce the risk of estimalion emor. However, due to the budget we do 
not envision the installation of metering or measurement equipment to capture ongoing use 
conditions, nor do we envision the use of long term IPMVP metering or monitoring measurements. 

4. In the fourth phase of the effort, the evaluation contractor will conduct on or offsite verification 
assessments to confirm that the measures and the savings are persisting. This will involve 
examinations of the operational environment to confirm the presence of the measure and the usage 
conditions. In some cases, to save costs, these examinations can be conducted via telephone 
interviews with the building's operations managers or maintenance staff It is anticipated that these 
assessments will occur not earlier than 4 months after installation, but no later than one year after 
installation. 

5. In the fifth and final phase of the evaluation the contractor will develop their site-speck ex post net 
energy impact assessments using the information collected in each of the previous phases. The 
information from the site-specific assessment will be used to develop a program evaluation report 
using project weighting and sample application strategies so that the sampled site-specific results are 
used to estimate program level savings. 
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EMW 
~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ n t a ,  
Continued 

During the impact assessment on-site inspections and during the interview e M s ,  the evaluation 
contractor will also conduct a process evaluation assessment to obtain customer satisfaction and program 
interaction information. The process evaluation will provide the results of the process evaluation 
assessment along with recommendations for improving the program operations and impacts. The process 
evaluation will also include interviews with program managers and other allies as appropriate to assess 
program design, delivery and operations. 

Should the Company contract for implementation it will be responsible for developing the RFP or RFQ, 
implementation contractor selection, review of program policies and procedures and incentive forms, 
performance monitoring, and approval of large incentive payments. Company Account Managers will 
market the program to managed accounts. Company communicationslmarketing staff will be required for 
reviewlapproval of program marketing collateral and participation of web staff will be needed for any 
online content. In addlion, the efficiency of the program depends in part on the ability of the Company to 
enable automaled benchmarking which involves the electronic transfer of customer billing data into a 
benchmarking tool. While not essential to program success, automated benchmarking can greatly speed 
the lead generation and qualification process. Several utilities including PG&E and Seattle City Light are 
proceeding with tests of electronic transfer that appear promising. 

The implementation contractor responsibilities include final program design, development of marketing 
materials, program marketinglrecruiting, project management and (WQC, customer and contractor 
dispute resolution, tracking, reporting and program goal achievemenl. 
The Company will need lo allocate approximately .50 FTE during program start-up for this program alone, 
with a steady-state requirement of 0.25 FTE for direct program management. Start-up activities will focus 
on review of policies and procedures and reservation and application forms. In addition, staff will be 
required to support the integration of Company account management staff into the program. The 
Company will need to develop a system for tracking key program data (this system will likely serve all 
programs). Participation will be required of the Company’s webmaster. Total FTE requirement during the 
34 month start-up is .75 - 1 .O FTE Company-wide. 
The volume of rebates tends to be much lower for RCx than for measure-based incentive programs. 
Rebate fulfillment could be managed by either the implementation contractor or the Company. 

Administrative 
Requirementa 
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Estimated 
Participation 

The following participation estimates have been used for planning purposes based on an assumed annual 
savings of approximately 20 MWH per project. They represent modeled facilities that provide fhe level of 
required savings. Howevet, The Company reserves the right to adjust anticipated participation levels as 
necessary in accordance wllh current market conditions, EM&V and savings results, and program 
implementation experience 

I I 
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Estimated 
Budget 

The following budget has been used for planning purposes and is based generally on the results of a 
measure-based analysis. However, the Company reserves the right to adjust program budgets as 
necessay in accordance with current market conditions, EM&V results, and program implementation 
experience We assume, on average an all-in project cost of approximately $3,000. As noted below, this 
cost, when coupled with per unit savings might appear low. However, we assume that a substantial 
number of measures installed could be covered by either the Prescriptive or Custom incentive elements. 
Savings would accrue to the RCx program based on its origination of the projects and payment of study 
and basic retrofit incentives. 
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The follovn'ng savings targets have been used for planning purposes. However, the Company reserves 
the right to adjust savings targets as necessary in accordance with current marketconditions, EM&V 
results, and program implementation experience. Our budget assumes that we can harvest savings at a 
relatively low wst of about 14 cents per first year kWh, which assumeS a relatively low implementation 
cost and incentive. These assumptions will be tested in our market and revised as appropriate given 
market response. 
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Savlnga 
Targets (cont) 

Other Program 
Matrics 

The principal program metrics are the annual energy savings targets, and delivery at or below budgeted 
cost. Secondary metrics include RCx studies conducted, total number of projects proceeding with 
implementation of RCx recommendations, time-to-approve and time-to-pay, project pipeline, and 
customer complaintslcomplaint resolution. The Company will monitor cost per kWh saved and cost- 
effectiveness. 

The program will also track rnarkelingloutreach activities such as trade ally outreach eventsltrainings 
conducted, customer outreach eventshainings conducted, and trade shows and industry assodation 
events attended. 
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Total Resource Cost Test: 1.40 
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PROGRAM Commercial New Construction 

Objective 

Tagel Market 

Program 
Duration 

Program 
Deacdptlon 

The goal of this program is to capture energy efficiency opportunities which are available during the design and 
construction of new buildings, major renovations and tenant bui ldats in the non-residential market that are being built 
to meet LEED certification. 

Any commercial, industrial, government, or institutional new construction, major renovation or tenant buildaut project 
in the planning or design stage and that is being designed and built to meet LEED certification. 

Initial program implementation period is three years, commencing in June, 2008 and ending in May, 2011. Assumed 
lhat the program will continue throughout the planning period 

The New Construction Program will promote energy efficiency through a comprehensive effort to influence building 
design practices. To secure these opportunities it is necessary to overcome barriers such as resistance in the design 
community to adopt new ideas, increased first cost for efficient options and tendency to design for worstcase 
conditions rather than efficiency over the range of expected operating conditions. The program will endeavor to 
overcame these and other barriers through education and outreach to building owners, design professionals, building 
contractors and other trade allies to introduce efficiency concepts, design facilitation, technical assistance, support for 
the LEED rating system, and incentives tor efficient designs and measure implementation. 

The program will work with building ownerslmanagers, design professionals, trade allies, and contractors to design 
and construct high performance buildings that provide improved energy efficiency, strong environmental performance, 
systems performance and comfort This will be accomplished through an integrated design process that results in 
improved efficiency in the building envelope, lighting, HVAC and other energy and resource consuming systems. 

At this stage in the program design process the program is envisioned as having two tracks. 

1, Systems track - technical assistance and incentives are provided for construction that incorporates efficient 
systems (lighting, daylighting, HVAC, etc). This track could be based on an approach such as the Advanced 
Buildings concept developed by the New Buildings Institute. Advanced Buildings is a suite of design 
manuals, performance guidelines and lraining designed to increase market place knowledge and improve 
design and construction practices. 

2. Comprehensive or whole building track - technical assistance and incentives are provided for buildings 
constructed based on wholebuilding energy simulation and achievement of whole-building performance 
targets. 

A key element for success in a new construction program is securing the involvement of the professional design 
community This will be a major activity in both program approaches. The program will employ targeted marketing, 
training and education offerings, lunch and learn presentations, individual contact and outreach through professional 
organizations to engage design professionals 
The program will also offer design and implementation incentives to encourage program parlicipation. To encourage 
participation of the design community and to offset the costs of considering muiliple design options a multi-tier 
incentive will be offered to the project design teams. An implementation incentive based on the incremental costs of 
the efficiency measures will be offered to the building owner to help overcame the first cost barrier. 
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